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By Dr. Marcia Chatelain

Why Read This:

In Franchise: The Golden Arches in Black America, Dr.
Chatelain examines fast food franchises’ relationships,
McDonald’s in particular, with Black America. She takes a
look at the dependence McDonald’s has so carefully
crafted through a false sense of economic freedom in
Black America with the empty promises of owning a
franchise.

From the beginning of upwardly mobile white America,
McDonald’s has been a sign of wealth for those who have
the means or the choice to spend their money on a dinner
for 4. However, as the 60’s and the civil rights era ushers
in a time of civil unrest, Chatelain takes a close look at the
false allyship that McDonald’s has created with Black
America.

The book is available for purchase here.
Sign up for future Studio ATAO book club discussions here.

https://wwnorton.com/books/9781631493942
https://www.studioatao.org/book-club


Discussion Questions:
Written by Kariesha Martinez & Jenny Dorsey

1. One of the ways McDonald’s would target Black communities in their advertisements
was through featuring aspects of Black culture like Double Dutch. In particular, Chatelain
notes that “one of the first ads featuring girls Double Dutching in NYC...was as much of
an affirmation of the targeted Black audience as it was a sales pitch.” (164) Additionally,
this was an “entertaining introduction to the impressive tradition of Black jump-roping”
for those unfamiliar (165).

Given that representation has become such an important factor in media today, both for
entertainment and advertising, at what point does representation move from
representing a group of people (racially/culturally) to exploiting those same people for
economic gain? In other words, is it ok to use culture to sell a product?

a. What are some shifts you’ve seen in terms of the audiences that fast food
companies gear its brand towards?

2. Throughout her research, Dr. Chatelain continues to question what it means to “buy
Black.” As she writes: “In America, there were few truly black businesses. Between the
time the first business plan was drafted and the moment the first profit collected one
could encounter white financers, white franchising representatives, white federal agents,
or white French fry distribution company owners.” (161) So, what does it mean to truly
buy Black? How far up does the Black ownership need to run for something to be a Black
business?

a. How has this changed the way you look at buying from “black-owner
businesses?”

b. What is the responsibility of any business and business owners to give back to
their community?

3. When delving into Black capitalism, Dr. Chatelain takes a look at the intersectionality of
race and class, particularly the history of Black capitalism as demonstrated by Booker T.
Washington, “Groups like the National Negro Business League founded in 1900 by black
capitalism's great patriarch Booker T Washington, believed that in the absence of full
citizenship, full economic power would more than suffice; it was the quintessential way
to escape Jim Crow’s indignities.” (72) As it relates to intersectionality of race and class,
in the absence of full civil rights for people of color, is the advancement of economic
power ok?

a. What are the responsibilities of marginalized folks who are upwardly mobile?
How do we see this played out in upper class minority communities?

b. Do you think economic power is still a viable road towards equality and justice?



c. How do we manage the expectations of how far our individual protests “with our
wallet” can really go, while questioning whether capitalism can the fix larger
problems that capitalism has created (e.g., racial injustice, climate change)?

4. What are the limitations of relying on private enterprise to solve social problems? As
Chatelain recounts, even presidents like Clinton have fed into the notion that businesses
must play an “integral part” of being “solutions to America’s real challenges, economic
and social” (239). In particular, this speech from Clinton depicts the government as
“broke” and needing “to get rid of this deficit” (239) thereby unable to help in the ways
that businesses can.

a. As it relates to franchises and  big business, at what point does giving back stop
being about charity or saviorism and turns into a true exchange of power?

b. How is a business incentivized to give back to the community beyond food
drives and charitable events?

c. As the saying goes, power is taken not given. Are businesses even able to
empower communities?

5. Should people even be allowed to open businesses in communities they do not live in or
do not help? Looking at a specific instance of a newly opened and (partially) black
owned Dairy Queen, Chatelain recounts the rise and fall of this franchise in Atlanta,
“Thomas and Bond’s participation in the endeavor was irrelevant; the picketers believed
that they were being sold a black business that was actually replicating the way that
whites lorded over blacks in Atlanta.” (149) How do we build structures to enable people
who live in communities to open businesses in those same places?

a. How does this lead to self governance and does even feel possible in majority
black neighborhoods? After the backlash to the Dairy Queen in Atlanta, Gerald
Reed, the white partial owner recounts, “He said pickets raised the issues of
whether whites could do business at all in the black community- not if they could
help and then withdraw” (149) Is self governance a good thing, or does it make
for segregated communities?

b. When successful, socially mobile business owners who have made their dollars
with businesses in their original communities but later move out of these
primarily BIPOC neighborhoods, they often leave the more structurally vulnerable
behind. Is this an issue? What are their responsibilities, if any, even after the
business owners themselves have left?

6. This book also touches on the symbolism of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and his final
words. “We have an annual income of more than thirty billion dollars a year, which is
more than all of the exports of the United States and more than the national budget of
Canada. Did you know that? That’s power right there, if we know how to pool it.” (55)
However, Chatelain also points out King’s own legacy has been rewritten to appease the



masses: “Coretta Scott King hoped that the King holiday would provide workers with a
day off and properly commemorate her husband’s commitment to labor struggle.
Instead, the King holiday became a prime opportunity to sell apolitical ideals like color
blindness.” (190)

a. How does this process happen? And what are the implications of when
figureheads become idolized and history is rewritten to appease people?

b. Do symbolic efforts like MLK Day even matter? Are they worth fighting for? As
Historian David Chappell argues, “if substantive gains were no longer feasible,
symbols were still important.” (190) Do you believe that is indeed the case?

7. After talking through and reading through the themes of this book, what do you think the
call-to-action from this book is?

a. What are you doing with the ideas of Black capitalism, corporate franchises, and
economic power?

b. How can you use this to take action in your community?

Additional Resources
From our book club attendees, compiled by Kariesha Martinez

● More on the morality of corporate giving:
○ Black Girls Code refuses $125,000 Uber donation- then raises even mor
○ C.C. Yin: A story of success and giving back

● More books to add to your reading list:
○ Winning The Story Wars (and the author's TED talk)
○ The Color of Money: Black Banks and the Racial Wealth Gap

● More on community organizing:
○ The 10 Principles of Community-Centric Fundraising,
○ The Black Cultural Zon envisions a thriving East Oakland,
○ Akoma Market brings equity, wellness, and great food to deep East Oakland
○ NYC [was] building a 'Superjail' in Chinatown and Locals are Desperately Trying

to Stop Them
○ The Two- Loop Theory of Organizational Transformation
○ The Limits of the Lunchbox Moment

● More cool posts on IG:
○ From the Farmworkerproject
○ From ccedla on corporate giving

● More on franchise expansion:
○ Why the Filet-o-fish is my gold standard for fast food
○ Starbucks failed expansion in Australia

https://www.dailydot.com/debug/black-girls-code-uber-donation/
http://usa.chinadaily.com.cn/us/2014-05/30/content_17552659.htm
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9781422143568
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvaPF_y-fiU
https://www.indiebound.org/book/9780674970953
https://communitycentricfundraising.org/ccf-principles/
https://oaklandside.org/2021/02/22/the-black-cultural-zone-envisions-a-thriving-east-oakland/
https://www.berkeleyside.com/2021/04/01/akoma-market-east-oakland
https://nextshark.com/nyc-jail-chinatown-health-hazards/
https://nextshark.com/nyc-jail-chinatown-health-hazards/
https://transformationallearningopportunities.com/two-loop-theory#:~:text=The%20Two%20Loop%20Theory%20of,of%20a%20spontaneous%20series%20of
https://www.eater.com/22239499/lunchbox-moment-pop-culture-tropes
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNvX70aA6mp/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7j69KgKAp/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/20/magazine/filet-o-fish-asian-americans.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/starbucks-australia-coffee-failure.html

